
BOAT INSUR
ANCE (that protects  

  your freedom, too)

With Progressive, you 
can boat exactly how 
and where you want
We want you on the water actually enjoying your 

boat. That’s why we make it as easy as possible  

to get insurance and stay protected almost  

anywhere you boat. At Progressive, we drop the 

common requirements other insurers may force  

on you, such as marine surveys, navigation plans,  

and travel restrictions. 

More boating freedom: Get Progressive Boat 

insurance, and you’re automatically covered on all lakes 

and rivers in the U.S. and Canada, plus ocean waters 

within 75 miles of the coast. No questions asked.

We insure more than 1 million watercraft: 35+ years 

of boat insurance experience. Over 1 million watercraft 

insured. It’s safe to say we’re one of the best boat 

insurance companies. Get a boat insurance quote and 

see why.

No marine survey required: Some other boat 

insurance companies require a detailed inspection of 

your boat (which usually costs $20 per each linear 

foot). For a 15-foot boat, this costs about $300. At 

Progressive, that $300 could pay for your entire 

boat insurance policy for THREE STRAIGHT YEARS. 

See all the discounts we offer to help you lower your 

boat insurance rate.

Welcome to the easiest place to get boat insurance: 

Most of the time, all you need to do is get a boat 

insurance quote online, tell us a bit about your boat, 

and you’re covered today. It should be that easy 

everywhere, but it’s not.  

No navigation plan required: Other insurers may 

require you to submit a navigation plan that 

describes where you’re boating. Yeah, it’s kind of 

like how your parents used to ask where you were 

going every time you left the house. We’re not your 

parents, and instead we give you the freedom to just 

get up and boat without telling us.

Accept more types of boats and sizes: We insure 

bass boats, sailboats, pontoons, powerboats, and 

pretty much all other watercraft up to $350k in value 

and 50-feet long. See the common types of boats 

and PWCs we insure and our coverage limitations. If 

you have a unique situation, just give us a call, and 

we’ll do what we can to cover you.

Boat insurance coverage that’s easy to get and 

easy to love: The actual protection you get is a big 

reason why we’re one of the leading boat insurance 

companies.


